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1. **Acronyms**

   CS1 = College Supervisor 1
   ST1 = Student Teacher 1
   SM1 = School Mentor 1
   
   CS2 = College Supervisor 2
   ST2 = Student Teacher 2
   SM2 = School Mentor 2

2. **Symbols**

   [ ] CS1: Did you[ ]
   ST1: [the pupils
   ::
   student
   
   [Left brackets indicate the point at which a current speaker’s talk is overlapped by another’s talk.

   it’s your agenda
   
   Underline indicates some form of stress via pitch and/or amplitude

   ( ) I ask them ( )
   
   Empty parentheses indicate the transcriber’s inability to hear what was said.

   // Yes // yeah
   
   Slashes indicate pauses in between utterances.

   ..., Did you?
   
   Indicate speaker’s intonation